This paper proposes a novel optimization algorithm inspired by water flowing and shaking behaviors in a vessel. Water drops in our algorithm flow to the gradient descent direction and are sometimes shaken for getting out of local optimum areas when most water drops fall in local optimum areas. These flowing and shaking operations allow our algorithm to quickly approach to the global optimum without staying in local optimum areas. We experimented our algorithm with four function optimization problems and compared its results with those of particle swarm optimization. Experimental results showed that our algorithm is superior to the particle swarm optimization algorithm in terms of the speed and success ratio of finding the global optimum.
Introduction
As engineering problems have been getting more complex, it has been more and more difficult to solve the problems with analytic methods. As an alternative of analytic methods, optimization has been received the spotlight from a few decades ago [1] [2] [3] . Especially bio-inspired optimization algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GAs), ant colony optimization (ACO), and particle swarm optimization (PSO) have been applied to many engineering problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This is because they have relatively less constraints in applying to engineering problems than analytic methods. Moreover, they are easy to apply and fast to find the answers.
However, they also have a drawback that they cannot guarantee optimal solutions [1, 4, 5] . This is not a critical drawback because it is rarely that analytic methods guarantee the optimal solutions and it, even if optimal analytic methods exist, is not so useful due to a lot of time consuming to get optimal solutions. From this point of view, many researchers have tried to devise fast bio-inspired optimization algorithms [2, 3, 6, 7] . But, they were not so successful since most bio-inspired optimization algorithms developed to date had a same problem that solution candidates could easily fall into local optimum areas. If once solution candidates fall into a local optimum area, it is quite difficult Manuscript for them to get out of the area [1, 4, 5, 7, 8] . This, called "premature convergence problem" in GAs and "stagnation problem" in ACO, makes the performances of the algorithms considerably degrade [7] . In this paper, we introduce a novel, nature-inspired optimization algorithm termed "Water Flowing and Shaking Optimization (WFSO)" under considering the stagnation problem. We know that water in a vessel stays in the lowest place of the vessel by flowing to the gradient descent direction. However, it may be failed if the bottom of a vessel is quite bumpy and the amount of water is not sufficient. In this case shaking the vessel provides an opportunity for the water to bounce out and flow to the lowest place. We designed our WFSO algorithm based on these flowing and shaking behaviors of water.
Water drops in our algorithm normally flow to the gradient descent direction and sometimes are shaken when most water drops fall into local optimum areas. It is very important for the performances of our algorithm to exactly decide whether water drops fall into local optimum areas or not. This is because if the decision is too early, then it will prevent water drops from approaching to the global optimum; otherwise it will make water drops take long time to search local optimum areas. These result in degrading the performances of WFSO. From the flowing and shaking operations our WFSO algorithm can quickly approach to the global optimum without staying in local optimum areas even if water drops fall into local optimum areas.
We tested our algorithm with four function optimization problems and compared the results with those of recently popular PSO algorithm. It was found from extensive experiments that our algorithm was superior to the PSO algorithm. Our algorithm was faster than the PSO algorithm This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the water flowing and shaking optimization algorithm. Experimental results and discussion are provided in section 3. We conclude our paper in section 4.
Water Flowing and Shaking Optimization
Our WFSO algorithm described in Algorithm 1 is composed of four main operations: flowing W (t), pouring W (t), shaking W (t), and evaluating W (t). In initializing W (t), water drops are randomly generated within optimization ranges. Water drops are evaluated and assigned their heights in evaluating W (t). Four main operations are repeated until water drops find the global optimum. In flowing W (t), each water drop flows to the gradient descent direction. If the optimization target is a differentiable function, then we can calculate the deepest gradient descent direction and make the water drops flow to the direction. But we took a trial and error method in order to make our algorithm more general. That is, each water drop tries to move to a random direction by adding a small Gaussian noise N (0, σ wi ) to each axis. If the height of new position is less than that of previous position, then the move is taken. Otherwise, the water drop tries to move to another random direction again until it is success. However, water drops that fall into local optimum areas are hard to find the gradient descent direction, thus we employed the maximum trial m. If a water drop fails to move within the maximum trial m, then it stays there and the number of moving fail f m is increased.
Pouring W (t) is an acceleration operation to improve the performance of WFSO. In this operation, a specific percent of bad water drops whose height are high moves to the place where the best water drop is. This is not natural, but it will increase the performances of our algorithm. Since flowing W (t) is a gradient descent operation, most water drops after some iterations approach to local optimum areas and the number of moving fail is increased. In shaking W (t), if the number of moving fail is greater than a predefined threshold value T s , then the algorithm decides to do shaking. Otherwise, it decreases the standard deviation σ wi of Gaussian noise within the limit of σ min . This feature is very useful because it provides our algorithm with a dynamic changing ability of searching resolution. That is, if an optimization function has a global optimum area which is very narrow, then this ability will help the water drops to find the global optimum area. If this standard deviation, Water Flowing and Shaking Optimization 
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however, is too small, then the searching is too slow. Thus we take a minimum value σ min , which should be carefully selected by considering the optimization function and the ranges of function.
In shaking mode, the standard deviation σ wi of Gaussian noise is increased in proportion to the rank of the water drop, i.e. σ wi = σ wi + |N (0, r wi /n)|. This makes the water drops with low ranks be largely perturbed to be moved to a good place. Although the best water drop of r wi = 0 keeps the original value σ wi from the equation, we set the standard deviation of the best water drop to zero for elitism so that it keeps the best solution. In shaking, the water drop is moved in a preselected + or − direction of each axis. This is very important because the constant moving direction will help the water drops escape the local optimum areas. If the move is success, then shaking of the water drop is finished. Even if the move is fail, the water drop temporarily moves to the position and continues shaking. In continuous shaking, if the height at the new position is less than that at previous temporal position, then we regard that the water drop goes over the local optimum barrier, so the shaking is success. Like the flowing W (t), the moving trial in the shaking mode is limited to m iterations. If the moving is fail within m iterations, the water drop stays the original position before the shaking. After shaking W (t), water drops are assigned their new heights by evaluating W (t).
The difference between flowing and shaking operations is depicted in Figure 1 . In summary, a water drop try to move to the random direction and takes the new position if the height of new position is lower than the previous position within m iterations in a flowing mode. If a water drop cannot find the new position within m iterations, it stays there and increases the moving fail f m . While a water drop in a shaking mode first selects the moving direction and temporary moves to the direction. If the height of new position is lower than the previous position, then its moving is success. Otherwise, it continuously move to the predefined direction until the height of new position is lower than the previous position within m iterations. If the water drop cannot find the new position within m iterations, it will return to the original position. 
Experimental Results
Our WFSO algorithm was tested on four function optimization problems shown in Figure 2 . These functions are given in equation 1. In function f 4 , the parameters of A i , B i , C i , and D i are given as Table 1 . In these problems, optimization is to find x and y positions that make the height of the functions maximal. Since our algorithm is developed to find the minimum values, we changed the optimization process to find maximum values.
Function f 1 is a very simple and unimodal function, which has its maximum at x = y = 0. Function f 2 is a relatively simple and multimodal function, which has its maximum at x = −3, and y = −8. As a very difficult function for optimization, function f 3 , sometimes called Mexican hat function, has a lot of local optimum around the global optimum located at x = y = 0. Since it has a lot of local optimum around the global optimum, optimization algorithms can easily fall into the local optimum and rarely come out the local optimum. As another difficult type of optimization, function f 4 has many local optimum whose values are nearly the same as those of the global optimum. Function f 4 is more difficult to come out the local optimum than the function f 3 because the shape of local optimum of f 4 is peak. Figure 3 shows the flowing and shaking operations of WFSO algorithm in function f 2 and 30 number of water drops. In the figure, the 'A', 'B', and 'C' indicates the three peaks and the number (A:26)(B:4)(C:0) means the number of water drops near the peaks and the number 8 is the time of optimization. In Figure 3 (a), most water drops fell into the global optimum area 'A', but they didn't find the global optimum and the moving fail number f m was greater than the threshold value of T s . Thus, the water drops in Figure  3 (b) were shaken and the water drops were scattered. In this case, the shaking operation prevented the water drops from approaching to the global optimum. Nevertheless, if the peak 'A' is a local optimum area, then the shaking helps the water drops get out of the local optimum areas. As we already addressed in section 2, it is very important for performances to decide the shaking time. The best water drop in the peak 'A' after shaking did not move out because we applied the elitism. This elitism generally increases the performances of the WFSO algorithm.
For experiments, we set the number of water drops n = 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 respectively, the maximum number of flowing trial m = 10, the minimum standard deviation of Gaussian noise σ min = ((x max − x min ) + (y max − y min ))/(n d * n), where n d is the number of dimensions (here is 2) and n is the number of water drops, and the threshold value T s = 0.9 * n. We recorded the iteration number t of finding the global optimum and averaged the results of 100 runs. Table 2 shows experimental results of the WFSO and PSO algorithms. We used recently developed PSO algo-rithm and the source obtained from [9] . If the algorithm could not find the global optimum within the 100, 000 iterations, we regarded it fail. In table 1, the "s/f" means the number of success/fail runs. As shown in table 1, all runs in all functions were success in WFSO while PSO in only function f 1 showed perfect success. Except for only one case of 10 water drops in function f 3 , WFSO showed better performances than the PSO. We think that the WFSO may be poor in the case that the function has relatively broad local optimum areas and the number of water drops is small because water drops may not get out of the local optimum areas by shaking operation.
From these results, we can conclude that the flowing and shaking operations of WFSO as we expected enable the water drops to quickly approach to the global optimum areas as well as to escape the local optimum areas.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a novel, nature-inspired optimization algorithm. Water drops in our algorithm approached to the global optimum by the flowing operation and they were bounced out when they fell into a local optimum area by the shaking operation. This shaking operation prevented our algorithm from staying in the local optimum areas and resulted in increasing the performances of our algorithm. From extensive experiments with four function optimization problems, we found that our optimization algorithm showed better performances than the particle swarm optimization which has been widely used for about two decades. This indicates that our algorithm is a very effective and useful method.
